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Abstract—Due to the limited amount and imbalanced classes
of labeled training data, the conventional supervised learning
can not ensure the discrimination of the learned feature for hy-
perspectral image (HSI) classification. In this paper, we propose
a modified diversity of class probability estimation (MDCPE)
with two deep neural networks to learn spectral-spatial feature
for HSI classification. In co-training phase, recurrent neural
network (RNN) and convolutional neural network (CNN) are
utilized as two learners to extract features from labeled and
unlabeled data. Based on the extracted features, MDCPE selects
most credible samples to update initial labeled data by combining
k-means clustering with the traditional diversity of class proba-
bility estimation (DCPE) co-training. In this way, MDCPE can
keep new labeled data class-balanced and extract discriminative
features for both the minority and majority classes. During
testing process, classification results are acquired by co-decision
of the two learners. Experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed semi-supervised co-training method can make full use
of unlabeled information to enhance generality of the learners
and achieve favorable accuracies on all three widely used data
sets: Salinas, Pavia University and Pavia Center.
Index Terms—Co-training, recurrent neural network (RNN),
convolutional neural network (CNN), spectral-spatial feature
learning, hyperspectral image classification
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the development of satellite imaging technique,HSI with high resolution in spectral as well as spatial
is available. Observed by thousands of continuous electromag-
netic spectrums, each pixel of HSI contains abundant terrain
information. Hence, automatic interpretation of HSI has great
potential in urban development [1], [2], change detection of
landscape [3], [4], scene interpretation [5] and regulation of
natural resource [6], [7], etc. HSI classification is an essential
task and lays the ground for the applications mentioned above.
Numerous traditional methods are proposed for HSI classi-
fication during past years, such as decision trees [8], random
forest [9], support vector machine (SVM) [10], [11], etc.
Nevertheless, these approaches utilize spectral information
but ignore abundant spatial information [12], which has been
proved to be useful in improving the interpretation of HSI data
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[13]. Thus, more and more methods based on spectral-spatial
feature are presented and improve accuracy significantly [14]–
[17] for HSI classification.
With the increase of spectral channels and spatial variability
of spectral signature, the shallow-layer classifiers mentioned
above can not ensure the validity of the learned feature. As
the most prosperous machine learning method nowadays, deep
learning (DL) are able to extract more discriminative feature
and achieve better performance than traditional shallower
classifiers for HSI classification [12], [18], [19]. Mou et al.
[18] proposed a novel RNN with a new activation function
and modified gated recurrent unit (GRU) for HSI classification.
This model takes the spectra as a sequential signal for the first
time and acquires good performance only based on spectral
feature. Spectral-spatial feature is proved to be effective in
HSI classification, which promotes the study of classification
models based on deep spectral-spatial feature of HSI [19]–
[22]. For example, Zhao et al. [20] combined the CNN-based
spatial feature and the BLDE-based spectral feature into image
interpretation, and proposed a spectral-spatial feature-based
classification (SSFC) method, which achieved good classifica-
tion performance. A 3-D CNN-based feature extraction model
is also proposed in [21] in order to extract discriminative
spectral-spatial feature of HSI and the classification results
also show fully using of spectral-spatial information can
improve accuracy considerably.
The deep models mentioned above are supposed to be
trained with large number of labeled data in a supervised
way. As the depth of the deep model increases, more and
more parameters need to be trained and more labeled data is
demanded to prevent overfitting. While in practical classifi-
cation issues, labeled data is much less than unlabeled data,
as manual labeling of remote sensing data is costly in finance
and manpower. Furthermore, utilizing costly labeled data while
neglecting accessible unlabeled data is a great waste. In such
case, semi-supervised learning (SSL) is proposed to enlarge
the labeled data by recovering unlabeled samples.
There are many classic methods for SSL, such as generative
model with EM [23], self-training [24], co-training [25], trans-
ductive SVM [26], graph based method [27], etc. Recently,
plenty of semi-supervised models have been proposed for HSI
classification [28]–[31]. In [29], a modified co-training method
for HSI classification is presented. This method extracts the
spectral feature and 2-D Gabor feature from spatial domain in
order to co-train two classifiers from distinct views. Shallow
feature is extracted to handle complex classification problems
in these semi-supervised models, which is not as robust and
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discriminative as deep feature is. Hence, Ratle et al. [32]
combined deep learning with semi-supervised learning and
proposed a semi-supervised neural networks (SSNNs) to deal
with HSI classification problems. By adding a regularizer to
the loss function for training neural networks, this method pro-
motes classification accuracy considerably. However, without
studying the class balance, it fails to represent the distributive
characteristics of HSI data and provide poor accuracies across
all classes [33].
In conclusion, there are two main difficulties in fulfilling
accurate HSI classification [33], [34]: 1) classifiers are prone
to be overfitting and can not extract discriminative feature
because of limited labeled HSI data with many spectral
channels and great spatial variability; 2) classifiers tend to
provide a severely imbalanced accuracies across classes, with
the majority class having high accuracy and the minority class
having abysmal accuracy if labeled data is class-imbalanced.
To solve these problems, a semi-supervised method is pro-
posed based on MDCPE co-training of RNN and CNN for HSI
classification. Inspired by Mou et al. [18], we take all spectra
of a pixel as sequence to train the RNN, which is good at
exploiting spectral feature of HSI. Spatial feature is extracted
with CNN after reducing dimension of HSI by principal
component analysis (PCA). Based on the extracted spectral
and spatial features, MDCPE chooses credible samples from
each class to update labeled data. Then two networks are
trained with new updated labeled data iteratively and co-decide
the classification results. The three major contributions of the
proposed method are listed as follows.
1) A semi-supervised co-training MDCPE is proposed in
this paper, which presents two advantages: a) MDCPE
enlarges insufficient labeled data by recovering unlabeled
samples, which avoids of wasting unlabeled HSI informa-
tion and enhances the robustness of extracted feature; b)
k-means clustering is adopted to keep the updated data
class-balanced, which helps the learners extract feature of
all classes comprehensively and thus acquire a balanced
accuracy across classes.
2) RNN and CNN cooperate as two learners of MDCPE
to extract spectral-spatial feature of HSI. Taking all HSI
spectra as sequential signals, RNN is expert in exploring
relationship between spectra and extracting discriminative
spectral feature. CNN is utilized to learn robust and effec-
tive spatial feature as its deep layer structure and superiority
in learning of neighbor information.
3) In this paper, RNN and CNN are trained with MDCPE
co-training from spectral and spatial views. Deep neural
networks, intergraded with co-training method, not only
adept in extracting robust and effective feature, but also
promote accuracy and strengthen generation ability by
making full use of unlabeled data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II briefly introduces the preliminaries of related methods. The
proposed method for HSI classification, including MDCPE co-
training and two learners (RNN, CNN) are described in detail
in section III. Network configurations, experimental results,
and discussion are provided in section IV. Finally, section V
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Fig. 1. Graph model of GRU. z and r are the update gate and reset gate.
The new memory content is denoted by h˜.
concludes this paper briefly.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we mainly recall background information
of traditional DCPE co-training and RNN, CNN classification
models.
A. DCPE Co-training
Co-training, as a complex generative branch of SSL model,
is firstly proposed for classification of web pages [25]. In
traditional co-training approach, two classifiers are trained sep-
arately based on two sufficient and redundant feature subsets
(views), and then select unlabeled data with the most credible
predicted labels as the new labeled data [28].
DCPE is first proposed in [35], in which the diversity based
class probability estimation from two classifiers are utilized.
The samples that have same labels and biggest difference class
probability are chose to update the labeled data in DCPE.
New recovered data has the decision agreement and the largest
diversity in class probability estimation between two learning
algorithms [35].
Suppose that there are k classes ci, i = 1, 2, · · · , k in
classification issue. For each data x, the class probability
estimation for each class is defined as P (ci|x). Data x will be
allocated the most credible label, L(x) = argmax(P (ci|x)).
In DCPE, the samples that have same predicted labels of
two classifiers are allocated the predicted labels. Labels of
the samples that have biggest difference class probability are
calculated by
label(x) = argmax(P2(ci|x))− P1(ci|x)) (1)
label(x) = argmax(P1(ci|x))− P2(ci|x)) (2)
where P1(ci|x) and P2(ci|x) denote the class probability
estimation for each category of classifier 1 and 2. Equations
(1), (2) are utilized to update the training samples of classifier
1 and 2, respectively. When we ensemble two classifiers given
each testing data during the testing process, the combined
classifier computes the probability P (ci|x) of class ci via
P (ci|x) = P1(ci|x)P2(ci|x) (3)
Then the labels of the testing data is decided by
argmax(P (ci|x)).
B. Recurrent Neural Network
RNN is a class of artificial neural network that extends
conventional feedforward neural network with loops in con-
nections [18]. RNN network is able to process sequential
signal by using a recurrent hidden state that is activated at each
step depending on the previous hidden state [36], [37]. In this
way, it can exploit temporal connection between input units
and induce output of next step. RNN have gained significant
attention for solving many challenging problems involving
sequential data analysis, such as language modeling [38],
machine translation [39], and speech recognition [40], [41].
In the traditional RNN model [36], for a sequential input
x = (x1, x2, · · · , xT ), where xi represents the input of ith
time step. Its hidden vector sequence h = (h1, h2, · · · , hT ) is
calculated by:
ht = ϕ(Wh  ht−1 + Uh · ht−1) (4)
where t ranges from 1 to T . Wh, Uh are coefficient matrixes
for the input at present step and the state of hidden unit at
previous step. ϕ(·) is nonlinear activation function of hidden
layer and y = (y1, y2, · · · , yT ) is the output vector. In some
cases such as classification of HSI, yT is the only output of
RNN as predicted label.
Gated recurrent unit (GRU) is introduced to learn long-
term dependencies and alleviate gradient vanishing problem
[42], [43]. The graph model of GRU is shown in Fig. 1.
Moreover, GRU has few parameters and is more suitable
for small number of samples. By constructing some gates,
GRU decides whether to update the cell state or to forget the
former cell memory. Traditional RNN calculates hidden state
by Equation (4), which merely calculates the weighted sum
of inputs and activates with a nonlinear function. However, a
GRU-based recurrent layer calculates the activation of gated
recurrent units by
ht = zt  ht−1 + (1− zt) h˜t (5)
where zt denotes update gate that determines which part of
the activation will be updated and  means an elementwise
multiplication. ht−1 is the activation of gated recurrent units
at previous step, and h˜t represents candidate activation. The
update gate is calculated by Equation (6), and candidate
activation is obtained by Equation (7).
zt = σ(Wzxt + Uzht−1) (6)
h˜t = tanh(Wxt + rt  Uht−1) (7)
rt = σ(Wrxt + Urht−1) (8)
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the proposed method.
where σ(·) denotes a logistic sigmoid function and tanh(·) is
the hyperbolic tangent function. W and U terms are weight
matrixes, and rt represents the reset gate that determine
whether to abandon the previous activation or not when
generating candidate activation. rt is calculated by Equation
(8).
C. Convolutional Neural Network
A complete CNN structure consists of convolutional layers
and pooling layers, usually followed several fully connected
layers and a softmax classification layer [44]. 3-D convolu-
tional kernel is utilized in 3-D CNN [21], which is often used
to extract spectral and spatial features simultaneously in HSI
classification models.
In the ith layer, the value of a neuron nxyzij at the position
of the jth feature map in 3-D CNN is calculated by Equation
(9)
nxyzij = f(
∑
m
Hi−1∑
h
Li−1∑
l
Di−1∑
d
whldijmv
(x+h)(y+l)(z+d)
(i−1)m + bij)
(9)
where m denotes the feature maps in the (i − 1)th layer
that are connected to the jth feature map. Hi, Li and Di
denote the height, the width and the dimension (along the
spectral dimension) of the convolutional kernel. whldijm means
the weight at the position (h, l, d) that is connected to the mth
feature map, and bij is the bias of the jth feature map in the
ith layer. f(·) denotes nonlinear activation function, which is
sigmoid activation function commonly:
f(x) = (1 + exp(−x))−1 (10)
III. PROPOSED METHOD
The flowchart of the proposed MDCPE co-training is illus-
trated in Fig. 2. During training process, as shown on top,
RNN and CNN are pre-trained on labeled data and then are
used to extract spectral-spatial feature of unlabeled data. Based
on the feature, MDCPE is utilized to select the most credible
unlabeled samples to replenish labeled data. New labeled data
is used to train the classifiers again and loop this process until
MDCPE meets the stop criteria. In addition, part of labeled
data are utilized as validation data to monitor training process
for saving the model with highest validation accuracy. During
testing process, as shown in bottom of Fig. 2, classification
results are acquired by co-decision of co-trained RNN and
CNN with Equation (3).
It is obvious that three sections play important roles in the
proposed method: MDCPE co-training, RNN-based spectral
feature learner and CNN-based spatial feature learner. We will
introduce our innovative work on three parts in section III-A,
III-B and III-C, respectively.
A. MDCPE Co-training
Traditional DCPE is a single view method, which is unnec-
essary to split feature to different groups. Rather than learning
on the same feature, MDCPE expands DCPE to spectral
and spatial views to extract discriminative spectral-spatial
feature with RNN and CNN, which enhances effectiveness
of extracted feature and promotes HSI classification results.
Furthermore, traditional DCPE updates labeled data without
considering unbalance between classes in updated data, which
diminish the comprehensiveness of extracted features and the
overall accuracy. The classes that are allocated too many
training samples will be over-trained and get high accura-
cies, while the performance is poor when the classes have
inadequate updated samples. In MDCPE, k-means clustering
is combined with DCPE to ensure the balance in updated
data. The most credible samples selected to replenish labeled
data are determined by results of two learners and k-means
clustering.
MDCPE co-training is described in the Algorithm 1 in
detail. Different learners have diverse calculation mechanisms
of class probability. In MDCPE co-training, we utilize Softmax
layers of deep neural network (RNN, CNN) to estimate the
class probability.
Algorithm 1 The proposed MDCPE co-training.
Input: C1: learner 1; C2: learner 2; Dt: labeled data set; Du:
unlabeled data set; ci: class ci,i=1,2,··· ,k
Output: C˜1: co-trained learner 1; C˜2: co-trained learner 2
1: allocate S1 = Dt, S2 = Dt;
2: train C1, C2 on S1, S2;
3: record predicted label, class probability estimation and
extracted feature of two learners as L1(·), L2(·) , P1(·),
P2(·) and F1(·), F2(·);
4: record predicted label of k-means clustering as Lkm(·);
5: repeat
6: choose us,u1m,u2m from Du to satisfy equations (11),
(12) and (13);
7: select one sample belonged to class ci from Dt ran-
domly to form cluster center O = {oi}, i = 1, 2, · · · , k;
8: centered on F1(O), cluster F1(us), F1((u1m) with k-
means clustering;
9: similarly, cluster F2(us), F2((u2m), centered on
F2(O);
10: update S1 = S1 +D1, which satisfies equations (14);
11: update S2 = S2 +D2, which satisfies equations (17);
12: eliminate D1, D2 from Du;
13: train C1, C2 on new labeled data S1, S2.
14: until Du = ∅
In this algorithm, we predict all unlabeled data in each
iteration rather than choosing some samples pool as DCPE
does, because we want to enlarge the searching range and
ensure there are enough samples in each class to be selected.
During selecting samples to update labeled data, the sample
us that satisfies Equation (11) is selected.
L1(us) = L2(us) (11)
Then we need to select samples that have highest diversity
of class probability. When updating samples of RNN, labels
of samples that have diversity of class probability estima-
tion(CPE) are calculated by
L1(u1m) = argmax(P2(u1m)− P1(u1m)) (12)
Similarly, when updating samples of CNN, labels of the
samples are calculated by
L2(u2m) = argmax(P1(u2m)− P2(u2m)) (13)
In order to keep classes of updated samples balanced, we
utilize k-means clustering to classify F1(us), F1((u1m),
F2((u2m), from which we select fixed number of data from
each class to update the labeled data. For RNN, updated data
set D1 that owns same labels and highest CPE is calculated
by
D1 = {d1si}
⋃
{d1mi} (14)
where i = 1, 2, · · · , k. d1si and d1mi are selected to update
the labeled data of RNN learner and their labels are decided
by
L1(d1si) = Lkm(d1si) = ci (15)
L1(d1mi) = Lkm(d1mi) = ci (16)
When selecting updated data for CNN, samples in D2 data set
are supposed to satisfy the follows:
D2 = {d2si}
⋃
{d2mi} (17)
where i = 1, 2, · · · , k and d2si , d2mi are computed as follows:
L2(d2si) = Lkm(d2si) = ci (18)
L2(d2mi) = Lkm(d2mi) = ci (19)
Rather than choosing cluster centers randomly, we select
one labeled sample from each class, denoted as O and extract
spectral feature F1(O) and spatial feature F2(O) as clustering
centers of two classifiers. By adding prior labeled informa-
tion of classes, we alleviate the influence of choosing initial
cluster centers randomly and thus can get better clustering
performance. After clustering, choosing the samples whose
predicted labels of classifiers are same with results of k-means
clustering from each class to update labeled data. It’s important
to note that the selected unlabeled data will be remove from
original unlabeled data set. New recovered data selected by the
MDCPE has the decision agreement and the largest diversity
in class probability estimation between two classifiers. In
addition, updated data is balanced between classes, which
contributes to improve overall classification results.
B. RNN-based Spectral Feature Learner
Since the temporal variability of a sequential signal is
similar to the spectral variability of a hyperspectral pixel, the
same idea can be transferred to hyperspectral pixel vector [18].
Considering all spectra of a hyperspectral pixel as a sequence,
we design a RNN learner, as shown in Fig. 3, to extract
spectral feature of HSI. Input of the classifier is a spectral
vector of a HSI pixel x, where its kth spectral band is defined
as xk. Output is the predicted label of pixel x. The detailed
process is summarized as follows.
1) Feed xk into the input layer of network.
2) The recurrent layer calculates the hidden state of current
spectral band k after receiving the xk and saves this
information.
3) Next band xk+1 is input to recurrent layer. In order to
calculate the activation of next k + 1 spectral band, the
candidate activation and the activation of previous band
k was linear summed with a controlling parameter of the
update gate.
4) Train the learner on labeled training data.
5) Extract spectral feature of training data from FC2 layer
after removing the Softmax layer.
6) Input testing pixel sequences into the learner to get classi-
fication results.
Considering of insufficient labeled training data and huge
data complexity in hundreds of spectral bands, the proposed
RNN with GRU classifier has fewer parameters than traditional
LSTM unit so it can alleviate overfitting. In addition, by using
gates, the GRU will preserve the errors that can be back
propagated through sequences and layers. Hence, RNN can
learn over many bands of hyperspectral pixels without the risk
of the vanishing gradient [18]. Moreover, as a learner of the
proposed MDCPE co-training, RNN is good at capturing in-
trinsic characteristic and extract discriminative spectral feature
of HSI.
C. CNN-based Spatial Feature Learner
CNN is adopted as another learner of MDCPE co-training
to learn effective spatial feature of HSI. Architecture of this
learner is shown in Fig. 4. The size of 3-D convolutional
kernels of C1 and C2 layers are set as 5 × 5 × 5, 3 × 3 × 3,
respectively. Strides of max pooling layers P1, P2 are 2. The
fully connected layer FC1 owns 1024 units and the number
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Fig. 3. RNN-based spectral feature learner.
of units FC2 has is equal to the classes of HSI data. Inputting
data of CNN is generated by segmenting data blocks with
fixed size after reducing dimensions of HSI by PCA. Spatial
feature is extracted form FC2 layer by dismissing the Softmax
layer of CNN learner.
As our CNN learner mainly aims at extracting robust
spatial feature, dimensions of HSI is first reduced by principal
component analysis (PCA), which could decrease the spectral
redundancy and save computational time with a large margin
[20]. Furthermore, Credibility of samples selected to update
labeled data has a big impact on co-training of learner and
thus classification accuracy. The 3-D CNN, as a base learner
of MDCPE, can extract more discriminative spatial feature and
enhance the confidence of updated samples.
……
5×5×5
3×3×3
PCA
Data Cube
HSI Data 
…
Convolution Layer Pooling  Layer FC  Layer Softmax Layer
Classification Map
CNN
C1 P1 C2 P2 FC 1 FC 2
Fig. 4. CNN-based spatial feature learner.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we introduce three data sets used in our
experiment and the configuration of the proposed MDCPE
co-training. In addition, classification results based on the pro-
posed method and other comparative methods are presented.
All the experiments are conducted on HP z840 workstation
equipped with an Intel Xeon E5 with 2.40 GHz and NVIDIA
Titan X GPU. TensorFlow 1.2.0 and Keras 2.1.3 are utilized
as software platforms.
A. Data Description
1) Salinas Data (SA): SA was collected by the 224-
band AVIRIS sensor and is characterized by 3.7-meter spatial
resolution. 20 water absorption bands were discarded, with
204 bands left to be applied in the experiment. This data set
includes 16 classes ground-truths, with the size of 512× 217
pixels. Table I lists all classes and their corresponding training
and test samples.
TABLE I
NUMBER OF TRAINING AND TESTING SAMPLES IN SALINAS
DATA SET
Labeled ValidationUnlabeled
1 Brocoli_green_weeds_1 15 45 1949
2 Brocoli_green_weeds_2 15 45 3666
3 Fallow 15 45 1916
4 Fallow_rough_plow 15 45 1334
5 Fallow_smooth 15 45 2618
6 Stubble 15 45 3899
7 Celery 15 45 3519
8 Grapes_untrained 50 100 11121
9 Soil_vinyard_develop 30 60 6113
10 Corn_senesced_green_weeds 15 45 3218
11 Lettuce_romaine_4wk 15 45 1008
12 Lettuce_romaine_5wk 15 45 1867
13 Lettuce_romaine_6wk 15 45 856
14 Lettuce_romaine_7wk 15 45 1010
15 Vinyard_untrained 30 60 7178
16 Vinyard_vertical_trellis 15 45 1747
TOTAL 305 805 56975 53019
Training
56975
Class No. Class Name Testing
2) Pavia University (PU): This data set is acquired by
reflective optics system imaging spectrometer (ROSIS). The
ROSIS-03 sensor comprises 115 spectral channels ranging
from 430 to 860nm. Once 12 noisy channels have been
removed, the remaining 103 spectral channels are adopted in
this paper. The image has 610 × 340 pixels with a spatial
resolution of 1.3m per pixel. The available training samples
of this data set contains nine urban land-cover types. Table II
provides information about different classes and corresponding
training and test samples.
3) Pavia Center (PC): PC is also acquired by ROSIS. In
this data set, 13 noisy channels have been removed and the
remaining 102 spectral channels are utilized in this paper. The
image is of 1096 × 715 pixels covering the center of Pavia,
which spatial resolution is 1.3 m per pixel. The available
training samples contains nine urban land-cover classes and
Table III provides information about training and test samples
of different classes.
TABLE II
NUMBER OF TRAINING AND TESTING SAMPLES IN PAVIA
UNIVERSITY DATA SET
Labeled Validation Unlabeled
1 Asphalt 35 105 6491
2 Meadows 90 180 18379
3 Gravel 20 40 2039
4 Trees 20 40 3004
5 Painted metal sheets 15 45 1285
6 Bare Soil 35 105 4889
7 Bitumen 15 45 1270
8 Self-Blocking Bricks 20 40 3622
9 Shadows 10 40 897
TOTAL 260 640 164624 41876
Class No. Class Name
Training
Testing
164624
We mainly utilize the three data sets mentioned above to
evaluate the performance of the proposed method. These data
sets are selected for several reasons: firstly, they both have high
spatial resolution and cover wide range of real cases, which
make the method difficult to classify; secondly, they have
different scenery: SA data set is obtained in a mixed vegetation
site, while PU and PC data sets are acquired in an urban site.
These characters facilitate us to assess the effectiveness and
robustness of the proposed method.
TABLE III
NUMBER OF TRAINING AND TESTING SAMPLES IN PAVIA
CENTER DATA SET
Labeled Validation Unlabeled
1 Water 285 700 64986
2 Trees 42 140 7416
3 Asphalt 17 50 3023
4 Self-Blocking Bricks 17 50 2618
5 Bitumen 42 140 6402
6 Tiles 42 140 9066
7 Shadows 42 140 7105
8 Meadows 285 700 41841
9 Bare Soil 17 50 2796
TOTAL 789 2110 635488 145253
Class No. Class Name
Training
Testing
635488
In our experiment, data set is split randomly into two groups
as Fig. 5 shown, training data and testing data (98 % of given
labeled data). Training data consists of three parts, labeled
samples (about 0.5% of given labeled data), all unlabeled
samples and validation data (1.5% of given labeled data).
In SA data set, we choose 3 principal components that
could consist of 99% information of the original HSI, and
then extract image blocks of when extracting spatial feature
based on CNN. Similarly, 4 principal components are chosen
in PU data set and 3 components for PC data set. In addition,
all training and testing samples are standardized by min-max
normalization. In the kth spectral channel, the value of a pixel
after normalization x
′k
ij at the position of the ith line, jth
column is calculated by:
x
′k
ij =
xkij −min(xkij)
max(xkij)−min(xkij)
(20)
where min(·) and max(·) means the minimum and maximum
in all pixels of kth spectral channel, respectively.
Dataset
Training Data (0.5%)
Testing Data (98%)
Validation Data (1.5%)
Labeled Data
Unlabeled Data Training Data (100%)
Fig. 5. Data splitting configuration for experiment.
B. Parameter Setting
As two neural network learners of MDCPE co-training,
RNN and CNN are all trained by stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) algorithm. Because labeled data sets are small, 32 is set
as the batch size of two classifiers for SA and PU data sets,
and 64 is chose for PC data set. Then we analyze several
parameters that impact training process and classification
accuracy, such as learning rate, patch size of input block,
and iterations of MDCPE, etc. The models with the highest
classification accuracy on validation data were saved during
the training process of each configuration.
1) Learning rate: Learning rate controls the learning
step during training process. Too big learning rate
will cause vibration and tend to converge on local
optimum, while network converges too slow if it too
small. The learning rate of RNN and CNN are chose
from [0.01, 0.008, 0.005, 0.003, 0.001, 0.0006, 0.0003] and
[0.001, 0.0008, 0.0005, 0.0003, 0.0001, 0.00006, 0.00003],
respectively. Based on the classification accuracy, the optimal
learning rate of RNN and CNN for SA data set are 0.001
and 0.0003, 0.003 and 0.0001 for PU data set and 0.001 and
0.0001 for PC data set. During the co-training of two learners
with MDCPE, the learning rate is set as optimal learning rate
and remains unchanged.
TABLE IV
OA OF CNN WITH DIFFERENT INPUT SIZES
SA PU PC
15×15 68.21 54.49 72.24
19×19 71.56 58.16 73.76
23×23 74.81 63.92 75.89
27×27 75.49 65.91 75.97
Spatial Size
Accuracy (%)
2) Patch size: CNN, as a learner of MDCPE, is utilized to
extract spatial feature and its performance badly depends on
the size of input block. In order to evaluate the influence of
spatial size of input blocks during training of CNN, we set the
size of input block 15×15, 19×19, 23×23, 27×27 to extract
discriminative spatial feature. Table IV shows classification
result on two validation data sets. These results are acquired
in 500-epoch training processes for each setting in three data
sets. In all data sets, the classification results increase with
the spatial size of input cubes, because larger input blocks
are, more spatial information is offered. Hence, we fixed the
spatial size of input cube to make a fair comparison between
different classification methods.
TABLE V
OA OF CNN WITH DIFFERENT REGULARIZERS. THE BEST
ACCURACY IN EACH ROW IS SHOWN IN BOLD
SA PU PC
0.2 73.41 63.47 73.58
0.3 76.12 66.63 73.32
0.4 72.85 65.81 74.76
0.5 73.49 55.62 68.73
0.7 42.91 49.84 59.25
Dropout
Accuracy (%)
3) Dropout: Dropout is adopted to regularize the CNN
training process and keep from overfitting. Table V shows
several groups of evaluation results with different dropout
proportion. These results are also acquired in 500-epoch
training processes for each setting in three data sets. As Table
V shows, 30% dropout is selected for SA and PU data sets
and 40% for PC data set to get the highest accuracy.
 
Fig. 6. OA (%) of MDCPE with different numbers of updated sample.
4) Number of updated samples in each class: In the analy-
sis of co-training [45], it claims that the size of recovering data
in each iteration should not affect the original data distribution.
So in our experiment, the number of new labeled sample in
each iteration is fixed and far less than the original number of
labeled samples. MDCPE is adopted to select the unlabeled
sample from each class and recover these samples with a
predicted label. These updated data, with the initial labeled
data together, are used to train the learners in next iteration.
Fig. 6 presents performance of different number of updated
samples in each class. These results are acquired in 5 iterations
with MDCPE for each setting in three valid data sets. As Fig.
6 shows, In SA data set, 7 samples are selected from each
class in every iteration of MDCPE co-training, 3 samples in
PU data set and 5 samples in PC data set.
C. Classification Results
1) Iterations: In the proposed MDCPE co-training, as the
fixed number of samples are selected from unlabeled data to
update the labeled data, the unlabeled data is decreasing with
the increase of iterations. If there are not enough unlabeled
data to replenish the labeled data, the semi-supervised learning
tend to be overfitting [46]. So we set the maximum of iterations
to control the training process and prevent overfitting. Co-
training process will not stop until the iterations equal to the
maximum of iteration. However, last iteration is not always
the best result [35]. So, validation data is used to control the
iterations and monitor the training process in order to end in
highest accuracy. In each iteration, we calculate the accuracy
of validation data based on trained learner and save the learner
TABLE VI
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR THE SA DATA SET. THE BEST ACCURACY IN EACH ROW IS SHOWN IN
BOLD
Class No. Class Name RF SVM RNN CNN SSRN DCPE-RNN-CNN MDCPE-RNN-CNN
1 Brocoli_green_weeds_1 97.88 98.48 96.61 92.93 1 97.93 97.32
2 Brocoli_green_weeds_2 99.68 93.15 98.3 70.89 99.73 87.99 91.51
3 Fallow 93.88 71.84 97.94 80.68 99.69 98.87 98.51
4 Fallow_rough_plow 96.11 99.71 99.71 98.39 43.36 1 1
5 Fallow_smooth 96.98 98.15 89.35 95.13 1 94.66 98.98
6 Stubble 99.24 99.39 96.74 94.6 86.84 98.22 99.7
7 Celery 97.24 99.27 97.52 89.74 1 97.6 97.44
8 Grapes_untrained 83.41 97.78 79.87 84.02 93.08 86.55 81.36
9 Soil_vinyard_develop 98.18 97.38 95.85 94.04 99.97 93.01 96.97
10 Corn_senesced_green_weeds 80.94 74.91 82.51 90.02 98.34 92.86 96.31
11 Lettuce_romaine_4wk 86.99 87.38 91.91 92.39 98.11 94.7 95.09
12 Lettuce_romaine_5wk 96.99 98.15 98.42 95.47 99.81 99.89 96.78
13 Lettuce_romaine_6wk 97.86 98.08 97.74 95.71 60.81 95.71 97.86
14 Lettuce_romaine_7wk 92.21 90.67 92.02 85.38 1 94.33 92.21
15 Vinyard_untrained 32.03 0 50.65 52.71 92.36 49.71 72.94
16 Vinyard_vertical_trellis 90.6 85.26 91.56 90.94 1 96.17 91.02
OA - 84.35 81.49 85.67 83.71 91.86 87.76 90.21
AA - 90.01 86.85 91.04 87.69 92.01 92.76 94.01
Kappa - 0.8248 0.7913 0.8402 0.8181 0.9093 0.8633 0.891
TABLE VII
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR THE PU DATA SET. THE BEST ACCURACY IN EACH ROW IS SHOWN IN
BOLD
Class No. Class Name RF SVM RNN CNN SSRN DCPE-RNN-CNN MDCPE-RNN-CNN
1 Asphalt 86.99 77.01 74.02 70.02 66.41 82.91 83.48
2 Meadows 98.66 90.64 90.27 91.72 98.34 94.24 96.35
3 Gravel 51.05 58.95 79.84 68.91 97.66 68.27 78.47
4 Trees 65.11 78.36 82.09 80.46 88.8 96.5 96.87
5 Painted metal sheets 99.84 99.53 99.3 99.14 86.47 99.84 99.84
6 Bare Soil 7.77 46.74 71.03 89.9 95.52 90.71 90.73
7 Bitumen 28.35 54.65 88.82 81.57 99.07 85.83 86.54
8 Self-Blocking Bricks 56.07 67.26 63.53 52.95 91.24 72.86 85.78
9 Shadows 99.44 1 99.89 90.76 82.28 99.1 1
OA - 75.73 78.32 82.53 82.78 89.47 89.14 91.84
AA - 65.92 74.79 83.2 80.6 89.53 87.81 90.9
Kappa - 0.6541 0.709 0.7685 0.773 0.8585 0.8563 0.8917
with highest accuracy for next training iteration. Accuracy of
validation data in each iteration is shown in Fig. 7, in which the
performance of DCPE and MDCPE are shown together. The
final output learners, which have the highest accuracy among
all iterations on validation data, are selected and applied on
testing data. As shown inn Fig. 7, The highest accuracy of
DCPE and MDCPE for SA data set occurs in 4th and 3rd
iterations, 7th and 3rd iterations for PU data set, 5th and 4th
iterations for PC data set, respectively.
2) Comparative Methods: To evaluate effectiveness of pro-
posed method, we compared it with vector-based models: ran-
dom forest (RF), support vector machine (SVM) and state-of-
the-art deep learning models, such as RNN, CNN and SSRN.
Moreover, in order to validate the superiority of MDCPE,
we design DCPE-RNN-CNN, a semi-supervised classification
model based on DCPE co-training of CNN and RNN learners.
The contrastive methods are summarized as follows.
1) RF: Random forest with 150 trees.
2) SVM: SVM with RBF kernel.
3) RNN: GRU-based recurrent neural network, which owns
similar structure and configuration with the RNN-based
learner used in MDCPE. Learning rate and the number
of time steps are optimized on validation data.
4) CNN: Three dimensional convolutional neural network,
which shares same structure and convolutional kernels with
the CNN-based learner adopted in our method. Learning
 Fig. 7. OA (%) of MDCPE and DCPE with different iterations.
rate and spatial size of input block are optimized to fulfill
the highest classification accuracy.
5) SSRN: An end-to-end spectral-spatial residual network
proposed in [22].
6) DCPE-RNN-CNN: RNN and CNN are taken as two learn-
ers of DCPE co-training. They share same structure with
the learners in MDCPE.
7) MDCPE-RNN-CNN: The proposed co-training method
based on MDCPE with RNN and CNN.
To make a fair comparison, we utilize the same training
data set and testing data set for all used methods and tuned
these contrasts to their optimal settings in SA, PU and PC
data sets. Overall accuracy (OA), average accuracy (AA)
and Kappa coefficient (K) are all calculated as classification
indexes during analyzing results.
3) Results on SA Data Set: Table VI shows the classifica-
tion indexes on SA data set, including OAs, AAs, Kappa coef-
ficients, and the classification accuracy of each class. It’s clear
that SSRN and the proposed method have better performance
than others. Traditional random tree (RF) and support vector
machine (SVM) merely take advantage of the shallow spectral
feature but ignoring abundant spatial feature, which leads to
modest classification performance. However, SVM has the best
performance on class 1, 8 and 13. RNN and CNN are utilized
as learners to extract spectral or spatial feature separately. All
of their performance are unfavorable because only spectral or
spatial feature is insufficient for HSI classification. Comparing
with DCPE-RNN-CNN, the prominent advantage of proposed
method is that it enhances the accuracy of indistinguishable
classes. For instance, table VI shows that the accuracy of
MDCPE-RNN-CNN on class 15 is 72.94%, which is far
higher than that of DCPE-RNN-CNN. After improving the
performance on the classes that are hard to differentiate, our
method increases the accuracy by 2.45% of OA, 1.25% of
AA and 0.0277 of Kappa coefficient compared with DCPE-
RNN-CNN. SSRN has the best accuracy on several classes
and thus slightly breach the proposed method on OA and
Kappa coefficient. However, MDCPE-RNN-CNN surpass a lot
than SSRN on class 4 and 13, reflecting that the proposed
method is more homogeneous and robust, not only achieves
good performance in large area but also identifies small and
indistinctive objects.
The classification maps of the best trained models on SA
data set are visualized in Figs. 8. The false color images of
original HSI data and their corresponding ground-truth maps
are also shown along side with classification maps to offer
direct comparison. Some classes that are hard to be correctly
classified challenges the robustness and effectiveness of classi-
fier. One possible reason is that these indistinguishable classes
have similar spectral and spatial feature with other classes
due to their complex and confusing ground-truth. In Fig.
8, All methods mistake the area of class Vinyard untrained
for class Grapes untrained, as these two classes are mix
up and hard to classify in true surfaces. Although further
improvement is needed for SSRN and MDCPE-RNN-CNN
in this class, more pixels are classified correctly and most
similar classification map with ground-truth labels is obtained
by this two methods. Classification map of SSRN seems more
homogeneous and smooth than other maps in most classes,
but it has poor performance on class Fallow rough plow and
Lettuce romaine 6wk.
4) Results on PU Data Set: Quantitative classification
results of PU data set are shown in Table VII. It’s obvious
that the proposed MDCPE-RNN-CNN, DCPE-RNN-CNN and
SSRN surpass others. SSRN owns highest accuracy on class
3, 6, 7, and 8 but it has poor performance on class 1 and
9. Such unbalanced classification accuracies between classes
impairs overall effectiveness of the method. DCPE-RNN-CNN
and MDCPE-RNN-CNN have better performance than others
because 1) these two co-training methods resort to two deep
neural networks(RNN, CNN) as two learners to extract more
discriminative feature from spectral and spatial views, 2) rich
and valuable unlabeled data are adopted to enhance the gen-
erality and robustness of learners. DCPE-RNN-CNN has low
precision on class 3 and 8 even it acquires highest accuracy
on class 5. The proposed MDCPE-RNN-CNN manifests the
highest accuracy and well-balanced accuracy between classes.
Comparing to SSRN and DCPE-RNN-CNN, MDCPE-RNN-
CNN increases the accuracy significantly by 2.37, 2.7% of OA,
1.37, 3.09% of AA and 0.0332, 0.0354 of Kappa coefficient,
respectively.
Fig. 9 shows the classification maps of the PU data set quali-
tatively. The proposed method achieves the better performance
on class Trees, Painted Metal Sheets and Shadows. These
classes occupy either large areas of corridor or piecemeal
mapped to ground-truths, for which they are easily perturbed
by noise and other neighboring classes during the process
of spectral imaging. Another reason is that the classifiers
fail to learn differentiable feature of such classes due to few
and unbalanced labeled training data. Although it’s hard to
learn the features from such classes and to classify them
correctly, our method surpass other approaches in acquiring
more homogeneous and well-bounded classification maps.
5) Results on PC Data Set: The classification maps of
the PC data set obtained by the vector-based models, deep
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Fig. 8. Classification results obtained by different methods for the Salinas scene. (a) False color image of HS data. (b) Ground-truth labels. (c) RF. (d) SVM.
(e) RNN. (f) CNN. (g) SSRN. (h) DCPE-RNN-CNN. i) MDCPE-RNN-CNN.
neural networks and our method are shown in Fig. 10, and the
corresponding accuracy indexes are presented in Table VIII.
Kappa is thought to be a more persuasive index than a simple
percent agreement calculation, since it considers the agreement
occurring by chance [46]. As table VIII shows, MDCPE-
RNN-CNN generates highest Kappa and the best classification
results. RF, SVM, and RNN have very low accuracy on class
4, and CNN, DCPE-RNN-CNN shows low-precision on class
3 and 4. Although SSRN acquires highest AA among other
methods, its OA and Kappa coefficients are 1.2 percent and
0.0171 lower than the proposed method.
As Fig. 10 shows, classification maps of other methods
present many noisy points and confuse class Self-Blocking
Bricks with class Meadows and Bitumen. But the proposed
method and SSRN acquire more smooth and homogeneous
results on class Self-Blocking Bricks and Meadows. Moreover,
Results on class Shadows of other methods are messy and
show severe misclassification, but the proposed method display
more accurate and uniform performance on this class. Taking
accuracies of all classes into consideration, our method shows
more robust results even though small amount of samples and
unbalance between classes.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a semi-supervised co-training method is
proposed to extract spectral-spatial feature based on MDCPE
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Fig. 9. Classification results obtained by different methods for the Pavia University scene. (a) False color image of HS data. (b) Ground-truth labels. (c) RF.
(d) SVM. (e) RNN. (f) CNN. (g) SSRN. (h) DCPE-RNN-CNN. i) MDCPE-RNN-CNN.
TABLE VIII
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR THE PC DATA SET. THE BEST ACCURACY IN EACH ROW IS SHOWN IN
BOLD
Class No. Class Name RF SVM RNN CNN SSRN DCPE-RNN-CNN MDCPE-RNN-CNN
1 Water 99.83 99.65 99.99 99.74 99.89 1 1
2 Trees 89.32 88.21 87.28 93.02 88.76 97.37 95.62
3 Asphalt 87.68 82.11 77.88 49.3 96.7 47.58 80.13
4 Self-Blocking Bricks 49.75 49.45 75.53 63.06 89.62 71.05 84.97
5 Bitumen 85.24 92.14 87.04 79.83 92.79 91.24 94.64
6 Tiles 90.04 95.8 93.37 76.37 82.51 84.75 91.2
7 Shadows 80.68 84.98 87.02 70.96 99.91 94.11 91.61
8 Meadows 97.71 98.54 99.39 97.25 97.02 99.85 99.89
9 Bare Soil 99.92 96.24 99.96 69.64 1 97.38 97.28
OA - 95.3 96.12 96.65 92.64 96.61 96.52 97.81
AA - 86.7 87.46 89.72 77.69 94.13 87.04 92.81
Kappa - 0.9338 0.945 0.9524 0.8947 0.9517 0.9506 0.9688
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Fig. 10. Classification results obtained by different methods for the Pavia Center scene. (a) False color image of HS data. (b) Ground-truth labels. (c) RF.
(d) SVM. (e) RNN. (f) CNN. (g) SSRN. (h) DCPE-RNN-CNN. i) MDCPE-RNN-CNN.
of RNN and CNN for HSI classification. RNN and CNN are
utilized as two learners of MDCPE co-training to extract spec-
tral and spatial features, respectively. MDCPE is then adopted
to co-train two learners based on extracted spectral-spatial
feature, which is conducive to keep updated data balanced
between classes and promotes the generality of learners with
unlabeled data. Analyzing experiment results on three widely
studied HSI cases, our method not only acquires higher and
more balanced accuracy than other contrast methods on the
quantitative, but also presents more homogeneous and refined
classification maps in visual. Moreover, experiments results
prove that balanced training data and unlabeled data have
great potential in improving the classification accuracy, which
motivates us to make full use of unlabeled data and ensure
the balance across classes in further study. Considering the
favorable performance with limited and imbalanced labeled
data, we believe that the proposed method can outperform
other methods in more of HSI classification cases.
Even though the proposed MDCPE co-training surpasses
comparative methods as shown in experiment results, further
study is deserved to promote performance on the classes that
are indiscriminating and can not be right classified in MDCPE.
Besides, two neural networks are adopted as learners of MD-
CPE co-training to extract spectral and spatial features sepa-
rately, which is considerably complicated and time-consuming.
A intergraded learner is expected to come out, which can
extract spectral and spatial features simultaneously and use
unlabeled data to enhance the classification performance when
labeled data is inadequate and imbalanced.
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